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**THIS BOOK HAS BEEN RE-EDITED**

When Cassey Emerson graduated high school 3 years ago, she packed her bags and left the dusty trailer park
she called home in the rear view mirror. Since then, she has worked hard to give herself the life, and career,
that she always dreamed of. As the Publishing Assistant at Knight Media, her dreams are slowly but surely
coming true…

But something is missing…

Kyler Knight is young, rich and the heir to the multi-million dollar fortune that is known as ‘Knight Media’ –
the biggest and most successful media company in Chicago. When his father decides it’s time for Kyler to
learn the ropes as successor, he didn’t think it would include working with someone like Cassey Emerson.

Their attraction is immediate and Kyler is everything Cassey should stay away from. He can’t give her what
she wants, but that doesn’t stop him from pursuing her. When one passionate night changes everything,
Cassey must decide whether or not she can accept what Kyler is offering, or walk away from how he makes
her feel.

Suddenly, things change, lines are blurred, hearts are broken and Cassey is left to pick up the pieces after her
hot, steamy relationship with Kyler becomes so much more…
Can she move forward or was she always destined to fall?

*This is an Adult Contemporary Romance Novel. Recommended for readers 18+ *
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From reader reviews:

Pamela Cole:

Reading a e-book can be one of a lot of activity that everyone in the world really likes. Do you like reading
book therefore. There are a lot of reasons why people fantastic. First reading a e-book will give you a lot of
new facts. When you read a publication you will get new information because book is one of numerous ways
to share the information or perhaps their idea. Second, reading through a book will make a person more
imaginative. When you reading a book especially hype book the author will bring one to imagine the story
how the characters do it anything. Third, you may share your knowledge to some others. When you read this
Destined To Fall, you could tells your family, friends and also soon about yours book. Your knowledge can
inspire the others, make them reading a publication.

James Jones:

The book untitled Destined To Fall is the publication that recommended to you to see. You can see the
quality of the book content that will be shown to anyone. The language that creator use to explained their
ideas are easily to understand. The writer was did a lot of exploration when write the book, therefore the
information that they share to your account is absolutely accurate. You also will get the e-book of Destined
To Fall from the publisher to make you more enjoy free time.

Alice Billups:

Typically the book Destined To Fall has a lot of knowledge on it. So when you check out this book you can
get a lot of profit. The book was compiled by the very famous author. Mcdougal makes some research just
before write this book. This kind of book very easy to read you may get the point easily after scanning this
book.

Edgar Villanueva:

Does one one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt if you find yourself in the book store?
Aim to pick one book that you just dont know the inside because don't judge book by its include may doesn't
work at this point is difficult job because you are scared that the inside maybe not since fantastic as in the
outside search likes. Maybe you answer may be Destined To Fall why because the excellent cover that make
you consider regarding the content will not disappoint you actually. The inside or content is actually fantastic
as the outside or cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly assist you to pick up this book.
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